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Abstract

This paper presents design principles for the nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic
transmission concept for wind turbines including the analysis of resonance
originating from the turbine tower. The design has the pump at the top inside
the nacelle and the hydraulic motor at ground level driving the generator that
is directly connected to the grid. It has no frequency converter. Resonance
can originate from the excitation of the natural frequency of the hydrostatic
transmission due to the rotor tower shadow effect. The low natural frequency
is a consequence of the large rotor mass moment of inertia and high volume
of the pressure lines. Through a non-linear model validated by a prototype,
it is shown that the nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission concept can
supply electricity to the grid with a frequency error that adheres to regulatory
limits. Furthermore, using a simplified model, a procedure is proposed to
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determine the natural frequency and compare with excitation frequencies.
It is shown that resonance does not occur in the region of power delivery
to the grid for a meaningful range of mid-size wind turbines. In the case of
turbines with a capacity of over 600 kW, the resonance may be present during
the power delivery to the grid, which might impose a limit maximum power
to this concept. However, other design constraints, such as excessive load
loss, pressure surges and availability of hydraulic components, can reduce
this maximum power limit. A prototype was built with only off-the-shelf
components and served, as shown in this paper, as a proof of concept.

Keywords: Wind turbine, hydrostatic transmission, resonance frequency.

Nomenclature
AR Rotor swept area
cGS Generator viscous friction torque coefficient
cp Power coefficient
cp,ideal Ideal power coefficient
dH , dL High and low line diameters
DP Pump volumetric displacement
DM Motor volumetric displacement
fexc Excitation frequency
h Motor to pump height difference (tower height)
iGB Gearbox transmission ratio
JMGS Motor and generator mass moment of inertia
JR Rotor mass moment of inertia
kV Ratio of the hydraulic line volumes
KA Damping coefficient
KS Synchronization torque coefficient
MPT Maximum Power Tracking controller
MR Rotor mass
PGSo,r Generator rated output power
PGSo,sync Generator output power at synchronization
pH , pL High and low line pressures
pMH , pML Motor inlet and outlet pressures
pPH , pPL Pump outlet and inlet pressures
pPH ,ref Pump outlet pressure reference
PRw Extracted wind power
PRw ,r Extracted wind rated power
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qmax Maximum flow rate
qM Motor theoretical flow rate
qP Pump theoretical flow rate
qMH , qML Motor inlet and outlet flow rates
qPH , qPL Pump outlet and inlet flow rates
qMloss Motor internal leakage
qPloss Pump internal leakage
RR Rotor radius
RRS Rotor Rated Speed controller
SYNC Synchronization controller
Te Generator electrical torque
Te,op Generator electrical torque at operating point
TM Motor mechanical torque
TP Pump mechanical torque
TRw Extracted wind torque
TRw ,ideal Extracted wind torque at maximum efficiency
Ur Generator output voltage
v Wind speed
vr Wind rated speed
vsync Wind speed at synchronization
vf,H Fluid speed in the high-pressure line
vf,L Fluid speed in the low-pressure line
vtip,max Maximum blade tip linear speed
VH , V L High and low line volumes
αM Hydraulic motor displacement setting
βe Hydraulic fluid effective bulk modulus
∆δ Change in the generator rotor torque angle
∆pP,max Maximum pressure difference at the pump
∆pH Pressure drop in high pressure line
ηGS Generator efficiency
ηM Motor global efficiency
ηMm , ηMv Motor mechanical and volumetric efficiencies
ηP Pump global efficiency
ηPm ,ηPv Pump mechanical and volumetric efficiencies
ηR Rotor mechanical efficiency
ωEM ,max Maximum electric motor angular speed
ωGS ,r Generator rated angular speed
ωnf Hydrostatic transmission natural frequency
ωM Hydraulic motor and generator angular speed
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ωM,r Generator rated angular speed
ωR Rotor angular speed
ωR,r Rotor rated angular speed
ωR,sync Rotor angular speed at synchronization

1 Introduction

Wind turbines operate at rated power that ranges from a few kilowatts to
megawatts. Currently, for all power classes, the common solution for connect-
ing the rotor to the generator is through a mechanical coupling, either directly
or via a gearbox. However, despite being the typical solution, there are some
drawbacks to adopting this approach. In the case of a synchronous generator
with a direct connection to a fixed-frequency grid, the torque fluctuations
from the rotor cause high dynamic loads on the mechanical components and
fluctuations in the power output [1]. In the case of variable-speed operation,
a frequency converter between the variable speed generator and the grid is
required in order to decouple the generator speed from the grid frequency
[1–3]. In the case of transmission with a gearbox, its maintenance leads to
a longer downtime [4, 5]. In the case of direct mechanical transmission,
also called direct drive, the elimination of the gearbox is an advantage [3].
However, a generator with a large number of poles is required, which results
in size and weight constraints in the design of large generators. These can
be reduced with the use of permanent magnet generators, but the cost of rare
earth materials is still a drawback [1].

An alternative to mechanical coupling that has been investigated in the
past decades is hydrostatic transmission. For variable-speed wind turbines,
the variable transmission ratio allows the rotor to operate with maximum
aerodynamic efficiency and the use of a synchronous generator directly
connected to the grid, where a frequency converter is not required. Figure 1
shows the concept of hydrostatic transmission for wind turbines with the
generator at ground level.

A reduction in torsional vibrations from the rotor takes place due to
the damping characteristics of the fluid power transmission, increasing the
power quality and reducing component wear and consequently the need for
maintenance [6].

Most research related to hydrostatic transmissions for wind turbines are
focused on increasing the system efficiency through the development of new
control strategies, new architectures, and specifically developed hydraulic
components. Effort is also being directed toward demonstrating the feasibility
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Figure 1 Wind turbine concept with hydrostatic transmission.

of concepts, achieving power scalability, improving the quality of generated
power, increasing the annual energy production, and reducing system costs
through less maintenance requirements and lower nacelle mass. Studies that
are relevant to the issues addressed in this paper are discussed below.

Hydrostatic transmissions can theoretically be scaled according to the
turbine power. However, hydraulic components for the megawatt-class are not
commonly available in the market and require specific development. Accord-
ing to [7], off-the-shelf components would only be practical for turbines with
nominal power up to around 500 kW. The main challenge is to find off-the-
shelf pumps with variable and high volumetric displacement that operate at
low speed and with high volumetric efficiency. One solution with components
available in the market is to use low speed hydraulic motors as pumps (e.g.,
Hägglunds motors from Bosch Rexroth [8]). However, operating a motor
as a pump could still result in low efficiency. Therefore, for high power
classes it is necessary to develop components to meet the power requirement
unless modular architectures or switchable/digital transmissions are used, as
described in [4] and [9].

The authors of [9] used a morphological matrix to generate concepts
of hydrostatic transmissions for wind turbines in the very beginning of the
design process. The authors concluded that the most promising concept was
that with switchable fixed displacement pumps and variable displacement
motors. This increases the range of possible transmission ratios between input
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and output. A similar solution, called the ‘digital hydrostatic drivetrain’ is
proposed in [10] for a 2.5 MW turbine. By combining pumps and motors of
different sizes, determined by a digital encoding scheme, the authors obtained
a transmission using standard components. Through simulation studies the
authors shown that it is possible to increase the partial load efficiency of the
transmission by only operating with the number of generators required for
the power production for that given wind speed. This reduces the number of
generators operating at partial load.

The authors of [11] deal with the development of a hydrostatic transmis-
sion and test-rig for large-scale wind turbines. Most of the focus is on the
development of pumps and motors using Digital Displacement® technology.
The authors discuss the feasibility and capacity of the design in controlling
the variable-speed rotor to its optimal operation point and, consequently, in
maintaining the synchronous generator at constant speed. The system is also
analysed for synchronization and the delivery of generated power to the grid.
It can be observed that substantial component development effort is required
to achieve a technically feasible solution. Steady-state experimental results in
the laboratory showed efficiency of 91% at maximum power, but expecting
it to reach 93% in an operating system. Not surprisingly, the success of the
concept has led to further development of a transmission for an even higher
power class.

Reference [12] describes the development of a large capacity hydrostatic
transmission, also using the Digital Displacement§technology, and presents
experimental results. Those obtained from a 7 MW hydrostatic transmission
(7 MW pump and two 3.5 MW motors) in a test bed show the operational
feasibility of the pump and motor design for a megawatt-class wind turbine
application, at least as far as synchronization and achieving rated power are
concerned.

Along with the advantage of modular design and the power scalability
of hydrostatic transmissions, the continuously variable transmission ratio
between input and output allows the rotational frequency of the generator
to be kept constant for variable wind conditions [11]. This characteristic
allows the elimination of the frequency converter between the synchronous
generator and the grid. Therefore, the rotor speed tracks the wind speed for
maximum aerodynamic efficiency while the generator can be optimized for
operation at constant speed. These aspects are supported by other authors
such as [9, 13–15], and [16], where a small-scale test bench was used to
evaluate a hydrostatic transmission assuming that all components are located
in the nacelle.
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Regarding the characteristics of the connection with the grid, with
changes in the wind input, the authors in [17] compared the variation of
the generator speed driven by a hydrostatic transmission or by a mechanical
transmission. Large changes would affect the quality of the generated energy.
On comparing experimental results from the hydrostatic transmission test
bench with simulation results for the mechanical transmission, the results
indicate a lower variation in the generator speed for the hydrostatic trans-
mission. This is a consequence of damping and the variable speed ratio of
hydrostatic transmissions.

In terms of different designs that result in a variable transmission,
Ref. [18] used a hydrostatic transmission with fixed pump and variable motor.
Through simulation results the authors demonstrated the concept feasibility.
However, the model does not describe the connection of the generator to
the grid. Ref. [19] describes a study on the same architecture and presents
modelling and experimental results using an experimental setup to represent
a virtual turbine with all components installed in the nacelle. In contrast,
Ref. [4] describes a concept with a variable displacement pump and fixed
displacement motor, which results in a similar capability of variable transmis-
sion ratio. These three references highlight the flexibility of the hydrostatic
transmission with respect to the different numbers of architectures that can
be designed to meet the application requirements.

There are two approaches to addressing the spatial distribution of com-
ponents along the turbine. One follows traditional wind turbine drivetrains,
where all the drivetrain components are placed inside the nacelle. The other
aims for a weight reduction in the nacelle and lower maintenance costs,
where the generator and most of components are at ground level. Hydraulic
systems enable this architecture due to the possibility of long-distance power
transmission through pipelines.

In the megawatt-class, Ref. [20] presented simulation results about the
influence of the hydraulic line lengths and component internal leakage on the
dynamic behaviour of the turbine. The authors carried out the analysis for a
turbine size of 5 MW and for two configurations: one with the pump in the
nacelle and the motor at ground level and one with the whole drivetrain in
the nacelle. They concluded that when long transmission lines are used, the
large fluid inertia becomes relevant for damping turbulent winds, which might
improve the system reliability if compared to gearboxes that do not have simi-
lar damping capability. The first natural frequency, due to the hydraulic lines,
is shifted to lower frequencies with the increased volume of oil. The high
fluid inertia introduces a small-time delay in the overall energy transmission
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which has a higher influence than the friction losses in the dynamic response.
Similarly, Ref. [15] states that the low natural frequency of the hydrostatic
transmission could be excited by the rotor, however the authors argue that
any amplification would be damped. In the present paper, it is shown that it
is possible to determine the turbine power range where the low frequencies,
resulting from the large rotor inertia and large volumes of oil, are not excited
by the rotor frequency.

For offshore applications, Ref. [6] presents the preliminary design of the
Delft Offshore Turbine (DOT). In this concept, the pump is in the nacelle and
a hydraulic motor at the turbine base drives a seawater pump. The concept
explores centralized electricity production, where the pressurized seawater
from several turbines is used to drive a single generator. The feasibility of
the concept and nacelle mass reduction was demonstrated for a 600 kW rated
power turbine prototype, by the authors in [21]. For that particular prototype,
a 32% mass reduction was obtained. At the same study, the authors express
the concern with stability problems, however not observed in the prototype.
A limitation of the study is that the generator was not connected to the grid,
as the generated electricity was directly used by the turbine auxiliary systems
or dissipated in the brake-resistor.

In [22], the authors estimate significant tower mass savings from remov-
ing generator and gearbox from the nacelle, and from the tower itself since
now it does not need to support the same mass. Another advantage would
be the introduction of energy storage systems at the ground level to support
levelling the power deliver to the grid and avoid the transmission of wind
fluctuations to the grid.

Technological and economic benefits for offshore wind turbines of replac-
ing the mechanical transmission with a hydrostatic transmission with the
generator at base/sea level are addressed in [23]. The authors concluded
that around 35% of the nacelle mass can be relocated from the tower to the
base. With this new design, average cost savings of 5–24% can be obtained,
according to the authors. This is due to a reduction in mainframe material and
in the maintenance costs, as well as the removal of the frequency converters.
In this way, the technical feasibility demonstrated by other researchers along
with these estimated cost savings are motivators to further research on this
solution with the generator at the base.

In [24], a simulation study shows the use of accumulator for energy
storage and a corresponding control strategy for also a turbine with generator
at ground level. The analysed system has a power of 600 kW, similar to the
power range studied in the present paper. The authors present results without
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including the connection with the electrical grid. The model and results are
not experimentally validated.

Along with the above-cited researches from several institutes and com-
panies, theoretical and experimental research studies on this topic have been
carried out at LASHIP (Laboratory of Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems at
the Federal University of Santa Catarina – UFSC). It was shown through
mathematical models that the use of a hydrostatic transmission with a direct
connection to the grid is a potential solution [25, 26]. A prototype that
explores the concept of having the pump at the nacelle and the motor and
generator at the ground, referred to in this paper as the nacelle-to-ground
concept was built [27]. The generator is directly connected to the grid using
electrical devices developed for hydro-electric power plants. One of the
objectives of this research project has been to evaluate the feasibility of
using standard components available in the market for this application [7],
especially for small power applications. Previous publications by the paper’s
authors addressed the development of the model and control strategy [28] and
the development of a controller based on rotor speed compensation [29].

A review of applications of hydraulic solutions for pitch and yaw control,
brake system, and power transmission in wind turbines is presented in [30].
The conclusions presented follow the publications analyzed above, including
the fact that there are a limited number of hydraulic components for high-
power systems, mainly low-speed, large-displacement pumps and motors.
That review paper also emphasizes the benefits of hydraulics for power
transmission, such as the high power/volume ratio, adjustable transmission
ratio without the need for a gearbox, and direct connection of the generator to
the grid, reducing the need for power electronics. In the same way as reported
in other publications discussed in the present paper, installing the generator
on the ground benefits with easier maintenance and reduction of mass in the
nacelle.

Based also on the publications reported throughout this section, the main
disadvantages of placing the hydraulic motor and generator on the ground
are the effect of fluid inertia and friction losses due to long transmission
lines. This introduces low dynamics into the transmission system, which
is considered by some authors to be an advantage and by others a disad-
vantage. Therefore, complementary studies, mainly including the physical
installation with differences in height and connection to the grid, can help in
understanding and developing the technology.

It must be pointed that other technical constraints might affect the nacelle-
to-ground hydrostatic transmission design. The diameter and length of pipes
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could make the solution infeasible for high power applications, and would
add mass to the system. The hydraulic swivel connection between tower and
nacelle to allow the nacelle to track the wind direction needs to be further
investigated and would increase weight on the tower. The volume of oil
in pipes could cause significant environmental damages in case of external
leakage.

In the present paper, the results of modelling, simulation, and operation
of a nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission for wind turbines are shown.
It includes the full transmission system, from the rotor output (pump input)
to the electrical grid. Compared with previous studies on hydrostatic trans-
missions, the focus is on small size wind turbines with a generator that has an
effective and direct connection to the grid instead of other means of emulating
the grid load on the system. In this way, one contribution of this paper is to
demonstrate, based on simulation and experimental results that this concept
can be implemented up to a given power with off-the-shelf components.
Along with this, the determination of the hydrostatic transmission natural fre-
quency using a simplified dynamic model is also presented. The accuracy of
the model is verified by simulation by comparing it with a detailed non-linear
model validated through measurements on a prototype. To verify whether the
natural frequency will eventually be close to the turbine excitation frequency
induced by the tower shadow effect, the correlation of frequencies with
the turbine power is presented. Considering this restriction, the limits for
the application of a nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission based on the
nominal turbine output power are reached. The approach presented here can
be applied to the analysis of different designs and power classes.

The content of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the hydro-
static transmission and its operation are described along with the prototype
used for the experimental study. The models used for simulation and the
assessment of resonance constraints are detailed in Section 3. Experimental
and simulation results for validation of the model and to prove the concept are
presented in Section 4. Conclusions drawn from this study are summarized
in Section 5.

2 Concept and Prototype of Wind Turbine with Hydrostatic
Transmission

The prototype studied in this paper was developed for horizontal-axis
variable-speed wind turbines. In these turbines, for a given wind speed,
the blades achieve maximum aerodynamic performance for a specific rotor
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Figure 2 Extracted wind power for the operating regions of a variable-speed wind turbine.

angular speed. Therefore, the turbine control system must continuously adapt
to extract the maximum power while delivering energy at constant frequency.
These requirements affect the operation, design, and control strategies, as
described below.

2.1 Wind Turbine Operation

According to [3], the extracted wind power (PRw ) is described as

PRw =
1

2
ρARv

3cp, (1)

where ρ is the air density, AR the rotor swept area, v the wind speed and cp
the power coefficient.

The power coefficient is the ratio between the extracted power and the
available power in the wind. It is a function of the tip speed ratio (λ), which
is expressed by

λ =
ωRRR

v
, (2)

where ωR is the rotor speed and RR the rotor radius.
The power coefficient (cp) has a maximum value at a specific λ value

and this varies with the blade design. Therefore, based on Equation (2),
to maintain the maximum power coefficient it is necessary to adapt the
rotor speed according to the wind speed. The strategy for controlling the
rotor speed is different in the turbine operating regions, which are shown
in Figure 2.

In region I the wind is below the minimum speed necessary to drive the
rotor. In region II the wind speed is sufficient to drive the rotor, however the
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generator is still disconnected from the grid. In this region, it is necessary
to control the rotor speed according to the wind speed to achieve maximum
power extraction to drive the generator to the required speed for synchroniza-
tion and connection to the grid. The synchronization to the grid takes place
between wind speeds b to b′ still within region II . The voltage, frequency,
amplitude, and phase of the generator output are matched with the grid before
the connection is established. In region III the generator is synchronized
and delivers energy to the grid. The objective is to track the wind speed to
achieve maximum power extraction and generation. In region IV the system
reaches the rated rotor speed, which must be limited to avoid the failure of
equipment and/or noise generation above permitted levels. In region V the
turbine operates at rated rotor speed and rated power. The control operation
regions have specific controllers. In Figure 2 they are named according to
the active controller: MPT – Maximum Power Tracking Controller; SYNC –
Synchronization Controller; RRS – Rotor Rated Speed Controller.

The hydrostatic transmission is able to control the rotor speed in all
regions except region V , where maximum pressure is achieved. Therefore,
blade pitch angle control must be used to limit the power extracted from
the wind. The operation conditions in regions II to IV were modelled and
implemented in a prototype for proof of concept. In this paper, emphasis is
given to the operation in region III .

Another topic explored in this study was the hydrostatic transmission
resonance that can be present due to excitation originating from the tower
shadow effect. The wind right at the front of the turbine tower decelerates
due to the presence of the tower [3]. This produces a region of lower extracted
wind torque, as represented in Figure 3 for a three-blade rotor, where Ω is the
azimuthal angle of the blade (the blade position angle). The instant torque
is normalized to the steady-state torque, which does not consider the tower
shadow effect.

Torque variation is a form of excitation to the system. A mathematical
description of the interaction between the wind and the tower is found in [31].
Ref. [32] states that the rotor excites the system with the frequency (fexc) of
the blades, which for a three-blade rotor is

fexc = 3ωR. (3)

In this paper, this equation is used to determine the excitation frequency
at different rotor speeds for comparison with the hydrostatic transmission
natural frequency and, if the values are close, this would result in resonance.
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Figure 3 Normalized extracted wind torque as a function of blade azimuth angle.

Therefore, knowing the natural frequency allows the system control param-
eters and strategies to be defined, and also serves as a design constraint to
avoid resonance. The following section introduces the hydrostatic transmis-
sion concept and the reasons it could be susceptible to resonance issues are
highlighted.

Although, tower shadow effect is not the only form of excitation in wind
turbines, it allows the analysis of excitation of the low natural frequency of
the hydrostatic transmission as a function of wind speed and turbine rated
power. This will be discussed later in this paper.

2.2 Hydrostatic Transmission Concept and Prototype

The studied hydrostatic transmission comprises a fixed displacement pump
and a variable displacement motor. The rotor is connected to the pump
shaft and the hydraulic motor drives the synchronous generator which is
directly connected to the grid. The generator and motor are placed at ground
level along with most of the hydraulic and electric/electronic components,
resulting in a nacelle weight reduction, less maintenance procedures in the
nacelle and reduced wear on the components due to the fluid coupling.

As mentioned previously, there are few low-speed pumps on the market
and they are mostly fixed displacement units. As the focus is on the devel-
opment of low-power turbines using ready-to-use components, the system is
controlled by the engine. The main disadvantage of this architecture is that
the pump will always provide a flow proportional to the wind speed.

Figure 4 illustrates the hydraulic circuit of the prototype where it can be
seen that, as the prototype is installed in a laboratory instead of in the field,
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an electric motor is used to produce torque on the pump shaft instead of a real
turbine. That torque is calculated by software based on a wind profile and the
characteristics of a specific turbine.

The continuous variable transmission ratio allows the variable speed
operation of the rotor and constant speed operation of the generator. The
generator is connected to the grid through an electric/electronic safety and
synchronization system used for standard hydro-electric power generation
applications. It controls the generator voltage and ensures that the generated
voltage amplitude, phase, and frequency are in synch to the grid. Therefore,
the generator can be connected to the grid to deliver energy to it without the
need for a frequency converter. The direct connection to the grid ensures the
principle of infinite busbar, where the generator speed and voltage will remain
approximately constant [2]. This is true in most of cases, and especially in the
prototype since the rated power of the generator is much lower compared to
the power of the electric grid. The electric torque will be a consequence of the
power that is supplied to the grid, allowing the rotor speed to be controlled
by the motor displacement. This control method is described in Section 2.3.

The prototype operates in a hardware-in-the-loop configuration, as seen
in Figure 4. The wind-rotor interaction is real-time simulated where the pump
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shaft torque TP is the output solved applying Newton’s second law for rotor
and pump,

TRwηR − TP iGB = JR
dωR

dt
, (4)

where, ηR the rotor shaft mechanical efficiency, TRw is the extracted wind
torque, TP the pump shaft torque, iGB is the gearbox transmission ratio,
JR the rotor mass moment of inertia, and ωR the rotor speed. The gearbox
transmission ratio was included in the simulation because the pump in the
prototype operates in higher speed compared with a real rotor speed, as it
will be explained later.

The pump torque is produced by the electric motor controlled by a fre-
quency converter. The pump speed is measured and fed back to the simulation
to calculate the wind torque, establishing a power input that emulates the
wind and rotor interaction.

At the output, the connection to the grid is handled by an automatic syn-
chronizer, a voltage regulator and electric/electronic safety devices. Figure 5
shows the prototype installation layout and Table 1 its main parameters.
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Table 1 Main parameters of the prototype

Parameter Symbol Value

Generator rated output power PGSo,r 28.5 kW

Motor to pump height difference h 8 m

Maximum flow rate qmax 110 L/min

Maximum pressure difference ∆pP,max 210 bar

Maximum electric motor speed ωEM ,max 1550 rpm

Generator rated speed ωGS,r 1800 rpm

Generator output voltage Ur 380 V

Pump volumetric displacement DP 75 cm3/rev

Motor volumetric displacement DM 60 cm3/rev

The wind turbine considered would have a rotor radius of around 6 m and
a maximum power coefficient of 0.49. The estimated height of the turbine
would be around 15 m, but it was downsized to meet building constraints
where the prototype was installed. It was also necessary to use a smaller
pump operating at a higher speed instead of a larger pump of approximately
800 cm3/rev driven at low speed, as would be used in a real turbine. Con-
sequently, the gearbox ratio to amplify the rotor speed to meet the flow rate
demand and to reduce the torque was implemented in the simulation domain
(Figure 4).

2.3 Hydrostatic Transmission Control

In variable speed turbines, the rotor speed is controlled by a torque that
opposes the wind torque on the rotor. Using a hydrostatic transmission, the
hydraulic motor operates at a constant speed locked to the grid frequency
while the displacement setting control causes variation in the pump outlet
pressure (motor inlet pressure) variation causing the opposite torque required
by the rotor. Furthermore, the torque of the hydraulic motor will be in balance
with the torque of the generator due to the electric connection to the grid.

The pump mechanical torque (TP ) is determined by

TP =
DP (pPH − pPL)

ηPm
, (5)

where pPH and pPL are the pump outlet and inlet pressures, respectively, DP

is the volumetric displacement, and ηPm is the pump mechanical efficiency.
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As presented in [4], the rotor torque at the maximum aerodynamic
efficiency operation for a given wind speed (TRw ,ideal ) is derived from
Equations (1) and (2) and evaluated at the ideal point, that is

TRw ,ideal =
1

2
ρARωR

2R3
Rcp,ideal

(
1

λ3
ideal

)
, (6)

where cp,ideal is the ideal power coefficient and λideal the ideal tip speed ratio.
At equilibrium, TP and TRw ,ideal are equal, and the pump outlet pressure

reference (pPH ,ref ) can be obtained from Equations (5) and (6). Given that
the prototype uses a smaller pump running at higher speed than an ideal one,
the calculations include a transmission ratio between the rotor and pump, the
resulting expression is

pPH ,ref =
ρARRR

3cp,idealωR
2

2λ3
ideal

ηPmηR
iGBDP

+ pPL. (7)

where, ηR is the rotor mechanical efficiency.
At the hydraulic motor input port, the pressure (pMH ) is

pMH =
TM

DMαMηMm
+ pML = pPH −∆pH , (8)

where TM is the hydraulic motor mechanical torque, ηMm the mechanical
efficiency, DM the maximum volumetric displacement, αM the displacement
setting, pML the outlet port pressure, and ∆pH the pressure drop in the high
pressure line.

Since the torque (TM ) is a consequence of the generator connection
to the grid, by controlling the displacement setting, the pump pressure is
controlled, and consequently the rotor speed. Further details on the controller
implemented in the prototype can be found in [29].

3 System Models

Two models of the system are used in this paper and are described in Table 2.
The detailed model of the prototype is described in [27]. In this paper only
the results of its validation based on the experimental data measured using
the prototype are shown. A comparison is made between the detailed and the
simplified model to show their agreement, which allows the conclusions from
the simplified model to be extended to the detailed model and to the prototype
itself.
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Table 2 Description of models
Model Description
Detailed Detailed model of the prototype describing the static and dynamic behaviour

of all components. Validated with experimental data measured using the
prototype.
Used to:

– obtain a detailed description of the whole system; and
– evaluate static and dynamic performance.

Simplified Model containing only the major dynamic effects of the system. Compared
with the detailed model.
Used to:

– Determine analytically the natural frequency of the hydrostatic
transmission.

3.1 Detailed Model Description

The detailed model was implemented in LMS AMESim using standard
library components. Its main features are: variable volumetric and mechan-
ical losses of hydraulic components; compressibility, inertia, and friction in
hydraulic lines; static and dynamic effects of the hydraulic charging system;
static and dynamic effects of the hydraulic motor displacement control sys-
tem; pressure due to the height of fluid column; static and dynamic effects of
the electric motor torque delivery; static and dynamic effects of the generator
connection to the grid; and simulated wind power input. Figure 6 presents an
overview of the model and the validation of simulation results are shown in
Section 4.1.

This model is suitable to evaluate the dynamic behaviour of the system
and to test different control approaches and their impact on the system perfor-
mance. Although it can be used to estimate and study the natural frequency
for different turbine sizes it requires re-parametrization. On the other hand, a
simplified model can be used to derive the expression for natural frequency as
function of main system parameters. This simplifies the estimation of natural
frequency and the understanding of influencing parameters.

3.2 Simplified Model Description

The simplified model presented below allows the main dynamic effects of
the system to be viewed through the rotor speed, the hydraulic pressure, and
the generator speed. As it will be shown, higher frequency dynamics is not
represented but the global performance is preserved. Furthermore, this model
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Figure 6 Overview of the detailed model.

allows for determining an analytical expression for the natural frequency and
other useful parameters for rapid system sizing.

Simplifications in comparison to the detailed model are: constant volu-
metric and mechanical efficiencies of pump and motor; no external leakage;
rigid hydraulic volumes; no pressure wave propagation; and no pressure drop
in the hydraulic lines. Along with that, boost system, accumulators, relief
valves, etc were also not modelled in the simplified model. Figure 7 presents
the system diagram and Table 3 the main variables used in the model.
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Figure 7 System diagram and variables.

Table 3 System quantities
Symbol Description
βe Hydraulic fluid effective bulk modulus
ωR Rotor speed
ωM Hydraulic motor and generator speed
αM Hydraulic motor displacement setting
JR Rotor mass moment of inertia
JMGS Motor and generator mass moment of inertia
TMo Hydraulic motor output torque
Te Generator electrical torque
Te,op Generator electrical torque at operating point
h Hydraulic line length
dH , dL Hydraulic line diameters
qM=DMαMωM Motor theoretical flow rate
qP=DPωR Pump theoretical flow rate
qMH , qML Hydraulic motor inlet and outlet flow rates
qPH , qPL Hydraulic pump outlet and inlet flow rates
qMloss Hydraulic motor internal leakage
qPloss Hydraulic pump internal leakage
pH , pL High- and low-pressure line pressures
VH , VL High- and low-pressure line volumes
ηPm , ηPv Pump mechanical and volumetric efficiencies
ηMm , ηMv Motor mechanical and volumetric efficiencies
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Nine major dynamic equations presented below are used to model the
system [27]. The continuity equations for the high- and low-pressure rigid
lines, Newton’s second law equations of motion for the pump-rotor and for
the motor-generator, and the electric torque from the grid are, respectively:

qPH − qMH =
VH

βe

dpH
dt

, (9)

qML − qPL =
VL

βe

dpL
dt

, (10)

qPH = qPL = qP − qPloss = DPωRηPv , (11)

qMH = qML = qM + qMloss =
DMαMωM

ηMv
, (12)

TRwηR − TP = TRwηR − DP (pH − pL)

ηPm
= JR

dωR

dt
, (13)

TM − Te = JMGS
dωM

dt
, (14)

TM =
DMαM (pH − pL)

ηMm
, (15)

Te = Te,op +KS (∆δ) +KA
d∆δ

dt
, (16)

d∆δ

dt
= ωM − ωM,r, (17)

where the quantities not previously defined are listed in Table 3.
Equation (16) describes the connection of the generator to the grid, where

∆δ is the change in the generator rotor torque angle due to a change in
the generator speed from the synchronization speed (ωM,r), which leads
to a change in the electric torque (Te), KS is the synchronization torque
coefficient and KA is the damping coefficient. Non-linearities are present in
the motor torque (Equation (15)) as the product of displacement setting and
pressure drop, and in Equation (12) as the product of displacement setting
and motor speed. This simplified model was implemented in AMESIM using
the signal library.

This model is used in the following section to obtain the analytical
equation for the natural frequency. Therefore, if the model is then validated
against the measurements from the prototype and the detailed model, one
knows that natural frequency obtained from the model is valid for this turbine
size and from there, one can estimate the natural frequency for other sizes.
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3.3 Hydrostatic Transmission Natural Frequency

The hydraulic transmission natural frequency is evaluated by considering that
the hydraulic ports of the high- and low-pressure lines at the motor side are
closed. Therefore, the dynamics associated with the motor, generator and
electric grid are excluded. This assumption does not affect the analysis, since
the speed of the generator remains almost constant during operation due to
the high power of the grid compared to the power of the wind turbine.

Therefore, considering that the rotor torque (TRw ) is constant, and
deriving Equation (13) with respect to time yields

− DP

ηPm

(
dpH
dt

− dpL
dt

)
= JR

d2ωR

dt2
. (18)

Furthermore, considering that there is no flow at the motor ports (qMH =
qML = 0) and writing Equations (9) and (10) with respect to the pressure
derivatives and applying them in Equation (18) leads to

−DPβe
ηPm

(
qPH
VH

+
qPL
VL

)
= JR

d2ωR

dt2
. (19)

Applying Equations (11) and (12) and the ratio of the hydraulic line
volumes kV = VL/VH in Equation (19) and solving for ωR results in

JRVHηPm
D2

PβeηPv

kV
(kV + 1)

d2ωR

dt2
+ ωR = 0. (20)

Consequently, the hydrostatic transmission natural frequency (ωnf ) is
described by

ωnf =

√
D2

PβeηPv
JRVHηPm

(
kV + 1

kV

)
. (21)

The natural frequency is dependent on three key design parameters:
pump volumetric displacement (DP ), line volumes (VH , VL) and rotor mass
moment of inertia (JR). In the following section, these three parameters are
correlated to the turbine rated power to verify how the hydraulic natural
frequency changes with the turbine size.

3.3.1 Correlation between turbine size and natural frequency
For a given generator output rated power (PGSo,r), the rotor rated power is
calculated as

PRw ,r =
PGSo,r

ηRηP ηMηGS
, (22)
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where ηP is the pump global efficiency, ηM is the motor global efficiency and
ηGS is the generator efficiency.

Using Equation (1), the rotor swept area (AR) needed to achieve the
desired rated power is calculated using the wind rated speed (vr) and rotor
ideal power coefficient (cp,ideal ),

AR = πR2
R =

2PRw ,r

ρv3rcp,ideal
. (23)

Turbines are designed for a specific rated wind speed (vr). In this analysis,
this design parameter is considered to be the same for all turbine sizes.

Turbine manufacturers limit the maximum blade tip linear speed
(vtip,max ) to around 65 m/s to comply with noise restrictions [3]. This
limitation leads to the rotor rated angular speed (ωR,r), which is calculated as

ωR,r =
vtip,max

RR
. (24)

The steady-state rotor torque at the rated speed is calculated as

TRw ,r =
PRw ,r

ωR,r
(25)

and the minimum required pump volumetric displacement to obtain this
torque is

DP =
TRw ,r

∆pP,max

ηRηPm , (26)

where, ∆pP,max is the maximum pressure difference at the pump. This
pressure difference should occur at rated power and is considered the same
for all turbine sizes discussed hereinafter.

The line diameters are set to result in a fluid speed that produces a low
pressure drop along the lines. Thus, the diameters for the high- and low-
pressure lines are, respectively,

dH =

√
4DPωR,rηPv

πvf,H
and dL =

√
4DPωR,rηPv

πvf,L
, (27)

where vf,H and vf,L are the average fluid speed in the high- and low-pressure
lines, respectively.

Consequently, the volumes in the high- and low-pressure lines can be
determined, respectively, by

VH =
πdH

2

4
h and VL =

πdL
2

4
h, (28)
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where h is the tower height (assumed equal to the motor to pump height
difference).

A correlation between the turbine tower height and the rotor radius for a
number of turbine sizes is presented in [33],

h = 2.7936(2RR)
0.7663. (29)

The author also presented two correlations to determine the rotor mass
(MR) and the rotor mass moment of inertia (JR). These are, respectively,

MR = 2.95R2.13
R , (30)

and
JR = 0.636MRR

2
R. (31)

Therefore, for a given range of turbines with different rated output
power (PGSo,r) the hydrostatic transmission natural frequency (ωnf ) can be
calculated using the Equations (21) to (31).

3.3.2 Rotor excitation frequency
It is important to estimate the rotor speed at which the power transmis-
sion natural frequency is excited, in other words, when the rotor excitation
frequency (fexc – Equation (3)) is close to the natural frequency (ωnf –
Equation (21)). In this paper, the excitation frequency is calculated for two
different rotor speeds. One for the point of synchronization to the grid and
one for the rotor rated speed, given by Equation (24). These two points define
the operating region where the system delivers power to the grid and where
resonance should be avoided.

Before synchronization, the power delivery to the grid is zero and the
wind power is only sufficient to compensate the system losses. The generator
is modelled as a free wheel with only viscous friction. At the synchronization
point, the power input to the generator (PGS,sync) is

PGS,sync = cGSω
2
M,r, (32)

where cGS is the generator viscous friction torque coefficient and ωM,r is the
generator rated angular speed.

The value of cGS is calculated according to the turbine power size and it
is assumed to produce a power dissipation of 1.5% of the rated output power
(PGSo,r). The power supplied by the wind at synchronization is calculated
applying PGS,sync in Equation (22) but without considering the generator
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efficiency (ηGS ). Using Equations (1) and (2), the wind speed (vsync) and the
rotor speed (ωR,sync) are calculated for the point of synchronization. Results
for the comparison between natural frequencies and excitation frequencies
are presented in Section 4.3.

4 Results

Section 4.1 presents the validation of the detailed model shown in Section 3.1
while the results for the validation of the simplified model described in
Section 3.2 can be found in Section 4.2. An analysis of the range of fre-
quencies of a wind turbine with nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission
discussed in Section 3.3 is presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Validation of the Detailed Model

For the validation of the detailed model (Figure 6), simulation results are
compared with measured data from the prototype shown in Figure 5. Figure 8
presents results for the rotor torque and speed for step inputs of the wind

 
Figure 8 Detailed model validation – Transmission input: a) Wind Speed; b) Rotor Torque;
c) Rotor Speed.
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Figure 9 Detailed model validation – rotor performance: a) power coefficient and b) tip
speed ratio.

velocity speed. In Figure 8b a good agreement between the measured and
simulated input torque, for dynamic and static behaviour, can be observed.
Figure 8c shows that the system is controlled and kept at its ideal point
(ωR,ideal ). At the same time, the dynamic behaviour of the model is similar
to the experimental results, which is an indication of the model’s capacity to
describe the real system.

Figure 9 presents the validation of the model for the rotor aerodynamic
performance through the tip speed ratio (λ) and the power coefficient (cp).
Since these two parameters are functions of the turbine speed, the model and
experimental results are also expected to show good agreement. This figure
also shows the efficacy of the implemented controller in controlling the rotor
near to its maximum aerodynamic performance.

Figure 10 shows the behaviour of the high-pressure line, including the
reference value calculated by the controller (see Figure 6) and the effective
pressure at the hydraulic line. Despite a small difference in pressure at steady
state conditions, the general dynamic and static behaviour are well described
by the model. The controller implemented in the simulation model is repli-
cated in the prototype. There is a maximum error of around 2% on calculating
the pressure reference by simulation and experimentally. The similarity in
dynamic response shown in this and the figures above demonstrates the ability
of the model to describe dynamic effects.

As mentioned before, the generator is connected to the grid, such that
the prototype reproduces a real operating condition. Figure 11 presents
experimental and simulation results for the electric frequency of the grid.
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Figure 10 Detailed model validation – high pressure line: a) reference pressure and b) pump
outlet pressure.

 
Figure 11 Model validation – generator frequency.

The generator operates with nearly constant frequency, indicating that the
principle of infinite busbar included in the model is an acceptable assumption.
As defined by the Brazilian Electricity Regulatory Agency [34], for steady
state and normal conditions the frequency variation should be lower than
±0.1 Hz. After periods of disturbance, it should return to the range of ±0.5
Hz within 30 s. As shown in Figure 11, the maximum error achieved with the
prototype and by simulation is below ±0.5 Hz of the nominal value during
disturbances. This demonstrates that the prototype meets current regulations.

Based on the results discussed above along with additional data reported
in [27], it can be observed that the detailed model describes very well
the hydrostatic transmission and the coupling of the generator to the grid.
This model can therefore be used as a reference for the development and
analysis of a simplified model that may not achieve such good agreement
with the measured data but would allow complementary studies, such as the
determination of the natural frequency, to be carried out.
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Figure 12 Wind turbine simulation – real wind speed. a) Wind speed; b) Rotor speed; c)
Pump outlet pressure.

Simulation responses of the wind turbine using a realistic wind profile are
shown in Figure 12. As it can be seen, despite the high varying wind profile,
the system is able to track the reference pressure profile (Equation (7)), which
results in the tracking of the ideal rotor speed. Once the rotor speed is close
to the reference value, the tip speed ratio will be close to the ideal value too
(Equation (2)).

The experimental results presented in this section demonstrate the capac-
ity of the system to deliver power directly to the grid without the use
of frequency converters and all of this is accomplished with off-the-shelf
components. Although it is not the focus of this paper, the control strategy
also proved to be sufficiently effective in controlling the system to achieve
maximum aerodynamic efficiency [27].

4.2 Results From the Simplified Model

This section presents results that show the agreement between the simplified
model (Section 3.2) and the detailed model (Section 3.1). The comparison is
made for the rotor speed, the pressure difference between lines, the controller
reference pressure, and the generator speed. Since the main objective is to
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Figure 13 Simplified model evaluation; a) rotor speed; b) pressure difference; c) reference
pressure; d) generator speed.

evaluate the dynamic effects, results were normalized to their initial value.
Figure 13 presents simulation results for different wind speed step inputs.

Although the simplified model has a reduced order compared to the
detailed model and uses constant instead of time-varying parameters, such as
the efficiencies, it is able to describe the transient and steady-state behaviour
satisfactorily. Therefore, the second-order model can be used to calculate the
natural frequency of the transmission and it can be extended to the actual
wind turbine.

4.3 Analysis of Hydrostatic Transmission Natural Frequency

The analysis described in this section uses Equation (21) to calculate the
natural frequency, with the turbine characteristics determined according to
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The parameters used for the calculations are shown
in Table 4. The range of turbine sizes evaluated is up to 600 kW (PGSo,r).
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Table 4 Parameters used for the natural frequency analysis
Parameter Value
vfluid,L 1.5 m/s
vfluid,H 6 m/s
ηPv 0.95
ηPm 0.95
∆pP,max 20 MPa
vtip,max 65 m/s
βe 1.50 GPa
vr 12 m/s
cp,ideal 0.49
λideal 8.42
ωM,r 188.49 rad/s
ρ 1.225 kg/m3

As expressed by Equation (3), the excitation frequency caused by the
tower shadow effect is dependent on the rotor angular speed. At the syn-
chronization of the generator with the grid, ωR,sync is calculated according
to Section 3.3.2 while at the rated rotor speed ωR,r is determined by Equa-
tion (24). Figure 14 presents these two excitation frequencies along with the
hydrostatic transmission natural frequency (ωnf ) calculated by Equation (21)
for a range of turbine output rated power values (PGSo,r).

The dashed vertical line is the rated power of the studied prototype.
The hydraulic system natural frequency (ωnf ) is below the maximum rotor
excitation frequency, which occurs at the rated rotor speed. It is also below
the excitation frequency at synchronization. At a certain point the rotor speed
will operate with the system natural frequency, but this occurs while the rotor
is gaining speed to achieve the synchronization point (operating region II
in Figure 2). In this region there is no output power, so the issues related
to resonance should not be very significant because they would be partially
damped by the system losses and not transmitted to the generator. As the
turbine rated output power increases the natural frequency becomes closer to
the rotor excitation frequency and this could lead to resonance issues closer
to the point of synchronization, which might be critical.

Moreover, considering hydrostatic transmissions comprised of off-the-
shelf components and with a single pump, the nominal power is estimated
to be limited to around 500 kW [7]. For higher powers it is necessary to use a
group of pumps in parallel and the same applies to the motor. This limitation
would not only apply to the pump and motor but also to the other components
required, such as heat exchangers and filters. Their maximum flow rate as
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Figure 14 System natural frequency and excitation frequencies.

individual components would be a limiting factor, which would also result in
a need for large pipe diameters. For higher nominal power, the height of the
turbine is also a constraint for the installation of pipes from the nacelle to the
bottom of the tower.

Another important topic that was not addressed until this point is the
dynamic response of the hydraulic motor displacement setting control. It must
be fast enough to be able to react to certain types of faults that might occur
in the system. However, it is not assessed in this paper since the focus was on
tower shadow effect, and because it is essentially not present during operation
of the prototype, as estimated in the calculation. At the same time, no issues
of resonance were observed during the experiments.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a prototype of a nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission
demonstrated the concept feasibility. It is composed of a hydrostatic trans-
mission and a synchronous generator with direct connection to the grid.
The prototype was built and the experimental data obtained demonstrated
the capacity of the system to deliver power to the grid without the use of
frequency converters and only using off-the-shelf components.
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To support the analysis and development of such systems two simulation
models were derived and their validation was presented. A detailed non-linear
model was used to replicate most of the dynamic and static characteristics
observed with the test bench, allowing the assessment of the system per-
formance and development of controllers. A simplified model was used to
determine the natural frequency of the system.

The detailed model was validated against experimental data measured
using the prototype. In future studies, this model could be used to evaluate
the system behaviour under other scenarios that are not possible to test with
the prototype, as well as to support the design of systems of other rated
powers. The simplified model showed a good agreement with the detailed
model, which allows the conclusions gained from it to be extended to the
prototype itself.

As discussed herein, a nacelle-to-ground hydrostatic transmission con-
cept faces constraints for higher rated powers at the same time indicating a
more feasible application to lower rated powers. These constraints are related
to the resonance, the availability of off-the-shelf components and in some
cases the need to use components in parallel. The height between nacelle and
ground level components can also introduce excessive load-loss and pressure
surges due to pressure wave propagation; however, this issue was not taken
into account in this paper.

In terms of the concept, it was shown that the system should not have
resonance issues at the hydrostatic transmission natural frequency up to a
turbine size of 600 kW and above this size resonance issues may be encoun-
tered during synchronization. The experiments performed in this paper serve
as a proof of concept for low rated power applications. Further studies
are required to evaluate the feasibility of the solution when applied to an
actual turbine. For example, the actual mass saving, the actual reduction in
maintenance procedures at the top of the nacelle, the applicability of off-the-
shelve components for rated powers up to 600 kW, the development of the
swivel union between tower and nacelle and capability of the system and
controller to react to load rejection when there is a shutdown of the grid.
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